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Abstract 
Understanding the rock mechanics aspects of Hassi Messaoud (HMD) reservoir 
is extremely important not only for hydraulic fracturing purposes but also for planning 
horizontal well drilling and comp letion. Analysis of the data generated from the 
hydraulic fracturing experience in Hassi Messaoud shows that fracturing is strongly 
lithology dependent. The magnitude and the orientation of the stress character ize the 
stress field. The stress magnitude in HMD is correlated to Young's modulus and 
shaliness . A new correlation is proposed relating minimum horizontal stress, shaliness 
and porosity . 
The stress field orientation in Hassi Messaoud fits that observed in other 
locations throughout Algeria . The maximum principa l stress is in the azimuth direction 
between 135-140° azimuth, perpendicular to HMD anticline trend . The iso-fracturing 
gradient map of HMD structure confirms the compartmentalization of the reservoir into 
two compartments , the eastern and the western compartments , the former having, 
relatively, low fracturing gradients and the latter having higher fracturing gradients . 
The results of this study could be used in the selection of candidate wells for hydraulic 





When a well is drilled into a hydrocarbon bearing rock, the fluids must flow through 
the surrounding rock and converge towards the well bore. If the pore spaces of the rock 
are interconnected, then channels exist through which fluids can flow and the rock is 
said to be permeable . The ease with which fluid can flow through a rock determines its 
degree of permeability. It has high permeability if oil, gas, or water can flow easily 
through existing channels and low permeability if the connecting channels are very 
small and fluid flow is restricted, either naturally or because of formation damage 
(positive skin). The latter may be due to drilling fluids and particles invasion (mud and 
cement filtrate damage), completion, well servicing, production (non-Darcy flow 
effects, at high rates), enhanced oil recovery operations (scale deposition) Tiab and 
Donaldson 1• Impaired and low permeability formations need some form of stimulation 
to increase their production to an economically accepted level. Stimulation is usually 
performed by increasing the inflow area for fluids from the formation to the well bore. 
In limestone formations, which dissolves easily in acids, the formation is fractured 
open by pumping acid into it under high pressure. The acid etches away part of the 
walls of the fracture and conductive channels remain after the fracture has closed upon 
release of the pumping pressure. Through these channels the oil or gas can flow towards 
the wellbore more easily. In sandstone formations, which do not dissolve in acid, 
propping agents are pumped to hold open the created fractures obtained by pumping 
special fluids (fracturing fluids) under high pressure. Fracturing is used to overcome 
permeability restriction problems in oil and gas reservoirs, stimulating naturally low 
permeability or damaged formations. 
Formations with low cohesive strength are likely to experience sand and fine 
mobility. In fact, pore collapse; local shear can occur from excessive differential stress, 
leading to the increase of the effective stress, (caused by large pressure draw down). 
Fracture stimulation increases the effective wellbore radius and flow area, and enables 
the production rate to be maintained, at greater bottom hole flowing pressure, reducing 
the effective stress, and hence, controlling sanding. This type of fracturing is called Frac 
Pack technique. Frac Pack technique offers the possibility of overcoming the decrease 
in well productivity associated with the use of gravel pack technique for controlling fine 
and sand migration. 
1.2 Literature Review 
Warpinski et al2 stated that stress contrast is the predominant factor in 
controlling fracture growth. They analyzed in situ experiments that were accessible by 
mineback to determine the parameters controlling hydraulic fracture containment in 
layered formations. They first designed and conducted tests to determine material 
property differences effects. A fracture was initiated below an interface consisting of a 
low modulus ash-fall tuff overlain by a much higher modulus ash-flow tuff unit.3. The 
immediate interface between these two units has a difference in Young's modulus of a 
factor five and over a distance of 10 ft (3 m), the modulus difference increases to a 
facto r of 15. 
The mineback revealed that a fracture initiated in the, low modulus, ash-fall 
zone, and propagated through the interface into the higher modulus ash flow tuff 
Propagation of the fracture into the high modulus layer demonstrates that a material 
property interface will not arrest the vertical growth of a hydraulic fracture . 
Nevertheless, fracture width is significantly dependent on the material property , in fact, 
larger widths were found in low modulus regions . 
Warpinski et al2 also investigated the effect of minimum in situ stresses in 
controlling fracture growth. Small fractures were conducted near the interface , the 
interpretation of which showed that , below the interface, two significant in situ stress 
irregularities exist, and in both cases the in-situ stress increases by a factor of two to 
three . The ability of the in-situ stresses to restrict fracture growth was particularly 
evident since several fractures remained confined between the stress peaks . Also, they 
noticed that fracture propagation was arrested by discontinuities (faults) , and whenever 
a fault was crossed significant change in orientation of the created fractures occurred. 
Beghoul 3 used Data, from four-pad caliper devices : HOT (High Resolution 
Dipmeter Tool). SHOT (Stratigraphic High Resolution Dipmeter Tool) , and BGT 
(Borehole Geometry Tool) , in addition to the UBI (Ultrasonic Borehole lmager) , to 
study the Ovalization in the TrMIMOUN basin (Algeria), and found the orientation of 
the major horizontal stress to be 134-145° This direction was similar to that observed in 
GF-2, a well located in shaly sand reservoirs of Cambrian-Ordovician age within the 
Ahnet basin , according to Tiab4 
The measurement of in-situ stress is not straightforward. However, it can be 
estimated from logging parameters. In situ stress profiles are generally developed by 
use of the three following methods (Hopkins ' ) 
• Measured in-situ stresses with microfracture (small volume) and/or minifracture (large 
volume) tests. In Hassi Messaoud, such measurements are obtained using minifracture 
pump in treatments before the main treatment. 
• Log-based stress profiles, calibrated to measured in-situ stress data. 
• Log-based stress profiles, calibrated with analogy, core, or other data. 
Because of the high cost of in-situ stress measurements, well logs are often used to 
estimate in-situ stress profiles. The literature provides many examples where 
microfracturing tests have been used, in combination with logs, to develop calibrated 
stress profiles for a field. Hopkins5 mentioned that in-situ stress profiles estimated from 
Lithological profiles, and calibrated to measured stresses from microfrature or 
minifracture tests provide good results. He illustrated this point with a Gamma ray Log 
correlation-based stress profile that is to be calibrated based on measured stress data 
and/or treatment data from comparable offset wells. 
Based on microfracturing test results obtained in well A in HMO, Belhaouas et al6 
tried to correlate the stress profile with logs. The first step was to correlate the acoustic 
Young' s modulus with logs, from 1,727 samples in well A from a sedimentary 
sequence of 263 m crossing the cambrian from the top of Ri to 30 m in RJ. The result 
was a correlation, linking dynamic Young' s modulus to porosity and shaliness, with a 
coefficient of correlation of0 .96. 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 
The knowledge of the stress field, which is characterized by its magnitude and 
orientation , allows the prediction of the hydraulically induced fractures locations and 
azimuths which is of interest for reservoir management related operations such as EOR. 
It is also important in the selection of candidate wells for hydraulic fracturing to avoid 
excessive treating pressures, in addition to its importance for determining azimuth for 
horizontal drilling. The main objective of this study is to understand the mechanical 
properties of reservoir rock in HASS! MESSAOUD field, Algeria. Specifically to 
determine the impact of lithology on hydraulic fracturing using data generated from the 
extensive hydraulic fracturing experience and microfracturing field-testing. Another 
objective is the investigation of the impact of the elastic rock properties, such as 
Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and other logging determined parameters on fracture 
location and containment such as shaliness and porosity. 
Chapter I discusses the objectives of this study. In chapter 2 are presented the 
mechanical properties of rocks, their determination and their importance in hydraulic 
fracturing in addition to the stress field and its determination methods. Chapter 3 deals 
with hydraulic fracturing and the analysis of microfracturing test results in Hassi 
Messaoud field, Algeria. In chapter 4, the correlations use in Hassi Messaoud is 
discussed and other approaches to correlate the stress field as well as the field 
application are highlighted. Finally, chapter 5 presents the summary, conclusions and 
recommendations. 
Chapter 2 
In-Situ Stresses and Rock Propertie s 
2.1 The Elastic Properties of Rocks 
2.1.1 Static Elastic Properties 
The theory of elasticity investigates relationships between external forces 
applied to a body and resulting changes in its size and shape. In this theory, it is 
assumed that displacements are small and the body returns to its original condition after 
the forces are removed ' . Applied forces and resulting deformations are described by 
stress - strain diagrams. 
Using the stress-strain relationships, elastic constants may be determined from a 
specimen of the rock under load using various equipments. These constants are usually 
referred to as the static elastic constants. Elastic constants may also be determined using 
wave propagation relationships from measured elastic wave velocities; these are usually 
referred to as the dynamic elastic constants. 
Assuming that an isotropic rock behaving in an elastic manner , then: 
[
cr 1 l ['-+ 2µ '- '- I"1] cr2 ; ,._ A-+2µ ,._ s 2 
cr, A. A. ,._ + 2µ s3 
(2.1) 
Where, A. and µ are Lame' s constants. 




I:;= te, (2.3) 
i - 1 
2.1.1.1 Young's Modulus 
Young's modulus (E) is the ratio of the axial stress to the axial strain. Hence , for 
a uniaxial compression test (cr, = cr, = 0). Using Eq.2. l we get: 
lcr 1 = A(e, + e2 + e,)+ 2µe 1 0'2 = A (E1 +E2 +t 3)+2µE2 
cr 3 = A(e, +e2 +e,)+ 2µe 3 
From Eqs.2.4, 2.5, and 2.6; 
e2 = e3, and 2(µ+),.)e, = - Ae1 
From Eq.2.4 














E represents the rigidity of the material under uniaxial loading . Fig . 2.1 is a 
representation of a rock ample sustaining uni axial compression test as well as a typical 






Fig. 2.1-Uniaxial Compression Test 
E 
Axial Strain. f> = MJL 
Stress stra in curves are generally not linear in actual practice , Fig.2 .2 shows what 
normally happens during compression tests: 
cr 
Ill 
Fig. 2.2-Sketch of Typical Stress Strain Curves 
I) Linear Elastic Sample (defined by a unique Young's modulus) (Fig. 2.3) 
(J 
Fig. 2.3-Sketch of Stress Strain Curve Type I 
II) Perfectly Elastic Sample (Fig. 2.4) The stress strain curve follows the same path 
while loading and unloading the specimen, and all the energy stored while loading is 
recovered while unloading . 
(J 
E increases rapidly due to the closure of the 
microcracks contained in the sample. 
Fig 2.4-Sketch of Stress Strain Curve Type II 
For such a material the elastic constants are stress dependent. Indeed two types of 
Young ' s modulus can be defined for each appl ied stress cr' . 
• Tangent Young ' s modulus (Fig . 2 .5) 
E = dal 




Fig. 2.5-Tangent Young's Modulus 
• Secant Young ' s modulus (Fig . 2.6) 
E, =~I . 










Fig. 2.6-Secant Young's Modulus 
IO 
(2 . 13) 
(2 . 14) 
In addition another constant is introduced for classification purpose only Eso% which is 
Young's modulus calculated at a stress equal to 50% of the uniaxial compressive 
strength (UCS) of the rock material. 
III) Visco-Ela stic Material (Fig.2. 7): 
For such a material the path followed while loading the specimen is different from that 
when unloading it. The energy stored during the loading is partially dissipated during 
the unloading. Hence, Tangent Young's modulus, Ei, and Secant Young's modulus, E,, 




Fig. 2.7-Sketch of Stress Strain Curve Type ill 
2.1.1.2 Poisson's Ratio 
Poisson's ratio (u) is defined as the ratio of lateral expansion to longitudinal or 
axial contraction when performing a uniaxial compression test. Fig. 2.8 shows 
deformation (lateral and longitudinal) associated with a uniaxial compression test. 
11 
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u represents the capability of the material to transfer its deformability perpendicularly to 
the loading. 
2.1.1.3 Bulk Modulus 
The Bulk modulus (K) which is obtained using a hydrostatic test (cr1 = cr2 = cr3 = P), is 













Combining Eqs. 2.18 and 2.24 it can be shown that The Bulk modulus is related to 
Young ' s modulus and Pois son 's ratio as follows: 
K = -£-
3(!-2u) 
2.1.1.4 Shear Modulus 
(2.25) 
Shear modulus (G) is a measure of a rock sample ' s resistance to shear stress ; it 
is the ratio of shear stress to shear strain. 
G = (shear stress/shear strain)= ::.,_ 
Y, 
G is equivalent to the second Larne's constant,µ. 
13 
(2.26) 




It can also be related to Lame's constant (A) and bulk modulus (K). 






The Shear modulus is not affected by the pore fluid since the shear strength of all fluids 
is zero. 
2.1.1.5 Compressibility 




Exp ressed as a function of Young ' s modulu s, E, and Poisson's ratio, u, compre ssibility 
could be expressed by the following expression: 
fl = 3(1 -2u) 
E 
(2.3 I) 
There are three types of compressibility: bulk compressibility, rock matrix 
compressibility , and pore volume compressibility. These are defined based on changes 
in bulk volume, solid rock grain , and pore volume with respec t to pressure, respectively . 
14 
Compressibility is an important parameter in the estimation of the reserves. In fact, the 
oil in place estimated from pressure decline data in a volumetric under-saturated 
reservoir , expressed in stock tank barrels (STB), is: 
(2.32) 
Where , N = initial oil in place , STB 
N, = oil production during the pressure decline , STB 
Bo and Bo;= oil formation factors at reservoir pressure P and P;, RB/STB 
13,= effective compressibility of the reservoir expressed as: p - P, psi' 1 
t -s:· 
131= total system compressibility expressed as: 
13, = i3,S,+i3,S,+i3.S.+i31 , 
Po, Pg. Pw, i3F oil, gas, water , and pore compressibility, psi ·1 
s0 , Sg, sw= oil, gas, water saturation, and 
M=p;-p 
Terzaghi 8, noted that the increase in external confining pressure produces the 
same volumetric strain change as reducing the pore pressure by the same amount, and 
that the shear strength depends on the difference between the applied stress and pore 
pressure. Hence , he introduced the effective stress concept for one-dimensional 
consolidation and proposed the following relationship: 
(2.33) 
where, cr is the total applied stress and P, is the pore pressure. The concept of effective 
stress is also essential for interpreting phenomena associated with reservoir production 
lS 
such as water injection-induced shear fracturing, reservoir subsidence , and sand 
production . 
2.1.1.6 Biot's Coefficie nt 
Biot 9 introduced the parameter a in the pore pressure tenn to account for the 
coup led diffusion/deformation process and introduced the modified effective stress law : 
a e.ff = cr~aPP (2.34) 
a is a correction factor to pore pressure term. It corrects the cementation effects since 
the cementation of a rock counteracts some of the applied stress For soils and poorly 
consolidated rocks a is, generally , equal to one. 
2.1.1.7 Skemptom's Pore Pressure Coefficient (B) 
Skemptom' s pore pressure coefficien t (B) is obtained using a hydrostatic 
undrained test. It is the ratio of change in pore fluid pressure to the change in external 
confining pressure· 
(2.35) 
A drained test is a test where fluid can escape from rock pores , which is not the case for 
the undrained test. At low confining pressures , generall y, B = I, while at high confining 
pressures , generally , B<I 
16 
2.1.2 Dynamic Rock Properties 
Dynamic measurements require applying non-destructive loads, by propagating 
elastic waves, to a rock sample. In general, dynamic rock properties are different from 
the static properties. The difference could be attributed to the presence of microcracks 
constituting soft inclusions which may lower the stiffness of the rock once loaded. 
Depending on the wave length of the incident waves, these inclusions may or may not 
be see n. Hence , provide moduli closer to the intact material ones. 
Cheng and Johnston '0 showed that for rocks containing cracks, (sandstones, the 
Westerly granite , and the Ammonia Tanks Tuft) , the Ks/K, ratio, (the ratio of static and 
dynamic bulk moduli) , is lowest at atmosphe ric pressure where all the cracks are open. 
As the pressure increases the thin cracks start to close and reduce in number , and the 
ratio between static and dynamic bulk moduli begins to increase. At high pressures most 
of the cracks are closed and the two Moduli are roughly equal in magnitude. On the 
other hand, for the Colorado Oil Shale with no measurable crack porosity, the KJK, 
ratio remains relatively constant ove r the entire pressure range under investigation (0 -
2.25 Kilobars). 
Such explanation is confirmed by the fact that, at high confining pressures, the 
difference between the dynamic and static measurements narrows. The dynamic elastic 
constants are expressed as functions of P- and S- wave velocities as the following: 
p,V,'(3V;-4V,') 
E" = v' -V ' 2µ(1 +uJ 
p ' 
µ, = G, = pV,' = P: a 
1, 
17 
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Kd = P,(_i_-~ ) a ,; 31; 
where: Pb= bulk density , in g/cm3, 
ud = dynamic Poisson's ratio, 
Gd= µd= dynamic shear modulus, in psi, 
E, = dynamic Young 's modulus, in psi, 
Ki= dynamic bulk modulus, in psi , 
le= compressional transit time, in µsec /ft, 
ts= shear transit time , in µsec / ft, 
a = conversion factor = 1.34 1010, 
VP= velocity of the compressional wave, and 
V, = velocity of the shear wave. 
2.2 Static Versus Dynamic Properties 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
It has been reported in the literature that dynamic moduli (Young's, shear, and 
bulk) are higher than the static values, while for dynamic and static Poisson ' s ratio there 
is less consistency in the correlations. 
Some explanations have been proposed by some authors"· 12· 13· 14• 15· 16 
18 
(a) Viscoelastic Behavior (Liquid Saturation Effects): 
Yale and Jamieson 11 argued that part of the difference between static and Dynamic 
log derived mechanical properties is due to the fact that compressional velocities are 
higher in a fully liquid saturated rock than in a gas saturated rock. This higher 
compressional velocity is due to the pore fluid supporting part of the load as the wave 
passes ("undrained" conditions). On the other hand the frequency of the static 
measurements is such that pore fluid can move away from the stressed zone and does 
not support any of the load, even in fully liquid saturated case ("drained" conditions). 
(b) Loading Conditions (Strain Amplitude and Frequency Differences): 
Hilbert et al. 12 conducted two types of static loading tests: uniaxial stress tests 
and uniaxial stain tests. dynamic pulse transmission tests were also conducted 
concurrently with the static loading tests. "major" stress cycles were performed during 
which "minor" stress cycles were executed with small amplitudes. They noticed that the 
major stress strain cycles exhibit considerable hysteresis, while little hysteresis was 
observed in the minor stress strain cycles. In addition the velocity data exhibit a 
dependence on loading direction. They, also, noticed that the uniaxial stress curve has 
the lowest stiffness and the dynamic curve has the highest stiffness. The stiffness of the 
rock (Berea Sandstone) was higher in the uniaxial strain test, compared to that in the 
uniaxial stress test. Radial deformation was prohibited in the former leading to higher 
resistance of the rock sample, hence, a higher stiffness. 
In the ultrasonic pulse tests of Hilbert et al12 strain amplitude was less than 10-•. 
Mavko 13 has shown that this amplitude is the threshold above which attenuation occurs 
19 
due to frictional sliding between microcracks. Hence, deformation during the passage of 
a strain wave results only from elastic response of grains with no frictional sliding 
involved. The stiffness reflected in the dynamic stress strain relationship is a function of 
only the properties of the porous structure (skeleton), which has a higher stiffness than 
that which include an additional component due to frictional sliding. 
It is probably impossible to accurately measure static properties at acoustic 
strain amplitudes (10-5 to 10·6 strain). However, at small strain, small stress amplitude 
cycles executed during a static uniaxial strain test, Hilbert et al 12 found the tangent 
moduli to match with measured dynamic moduli. Therefore, the difference between 
dynamic and static moduli could be, in reality, less than what it is thought to be since 
field deformations occur under static uniaxial strain conditions. Moreover, the moduli 
from the unloading portion of the static major stress cycle, at high axial stresses, match 
the dynamic values, indicating that the static unloading response occurs with no 
frictional sliding involved. During the loading phase of the major stress cycle, strains 
are large enough so that eventually frictional sliding occurs between microcracks. 
However, when the axial load is reversed during the unloading cycle the grains are 
' locked ' in place until the axial load is reduced to the point at which the elastic response 
of the grains is sufficient to overcome the frictional resistance between the grains. 
For Poisson 's ratio, it was found that the values calculated from the minor stress 
cycles agree with that calculated from the major stress strain curve during the unloading 
path confirming the hypothesis of no frictional sliding on microcracks. 
20 
(c) Polona and Cook 14 have shown that for sandstones static Young's moduli, when 
consistently defined in terms of small amplitude minor cycle load- unload paths, are 
similar to dynamic Young's moduli, measured along the stressed direction. They, also, 
attributed the importance of the dynamic moduli values to the absence of frictional 
sliding. The static strain amplitudes ( 10·2 to 10"3) are much larger than the acoustic 
strain amplitudes (! 0-5 to 10·6strain), and, therefore, more likely to cause frictional 
sliding. 
To show the dependence of static moduli on strain amplitude and stress in 
sandstones and Limestones , with a wide range of porosities and permeabilities, Tutuncu 
et al 15 conducted a series of uniaxial stress cycling experiments on dry Berea, Bandera, 
Boise, Ohio and Pecos sandstones, Carthage, Leuders and Glen Rose limestones and 
Austin Chalk. They concluded that static moduli are strong functions of strain 
amplitude and stress, in sandstones and limestones . As strain amplitude increases, static 
Young 's moduli decrease , whereas static Poisson 's ratios increase. 
Among the explanations for dynamic and static measurement differences is the 
confining pressure . In fact, at high confining pressures, the difference between the 
dynamic and static measurements narrows and the moduli approach an asymptotic value 
as the confining pressure increases, closing properly oriented cracks. The asymptotic 
values of Young' s, bulk, and shear static moduli approach the dynamic values . In 
addition, measurement frequency differences ( 106 Hz vs. 10·2 Hz) and the presence of 
clays could explain some of the difference between the static and dynamic 
measurements. 
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In sedimentary rocks the direction of the measurements of rock properties 
relative to the bedding plane, in fact, Rahn 16 showed that moduli of elasticity of a 
foliated rock can vary by about 50% if measured normally and parallel to the bedding 
plane. Hence, since the mechanical properties are directional, the measurements should 
take into account the orientation of the core with respect to the bedding plane. 
2.3 Stress Field Determination 
2.3.1 Stress Components 
The stresses acting within the rock can be defined by three perpendicular 
components called principal stresses. 
• One is vertical, due the overburden load, referred to as cr,. 
• The other two principal stresses are horizontal, referred to as crh, min, CTH, max• 
The actual state of stress field acting on a rock is a synthesis of several components of 
different origins. 
2.3.l.l Virgin Stresses 
Fig . 2.9 is a representation of virgin stresses acting on a rock body 
Vertical Stress 
Due to the weight of the overburden, Vertical stress increases with depth. Its 
magnitude, at a given depth, H, is given by: 
cr. = f p(Z)gdZ (2.40) 
0 
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Where, p is the density of the overlying rock masses and g is the acceleration of gravity. 
cr, may be obtained from the integration of a density log, or it may be approximated 
using a stress gradient of 1.0 to 1.2 psi/ft (Fig. 2.10). 
O'H max 
Fig. 2.9-Stresses Acting on a Rock Body 
Horizontal Stresses: 
The overburden load results in associated horizontal stress components, whose 
magnitudes depend on the lateral boundary conditions. In a basin not subjected to 
tectonic forces, the horizontal stress components, CJH max and ah min, will have the same 
magnitude in every direction. 
2.3.1.2 Tectonic Stresses 
In situ stresses are affected by the tectonic processes, which result from large 
crustal movements creating an additional stress component that can be vectorially added 
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to the virgin stress components. The influence of these tectonic forces leads to a 




cr, = f p(Z)gdZ 
Fig. 2.10-Principal Stresses vs. Depth 
The horizontal stress in the tectonic direction can be written as follows: 
(2.41) 
where, ET is proportional to the regional tectonic displacement. 
2.3.l.3 Topographical Stresses 
Surface irregularities may greatly influence the local stress field. In general , in 
situations where the topography is significant, the computed overburden 
H 
(cr,; fp(Z)gdZ) will not be the same as the true vertical stress . For instance, in a 
0 
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borehole located on a valley floor, the true vertical stress increases with depth at a 
greater rate than the overburden because of loading by the surrounding topography. 
2.3.1.4 Structural Stresses 
In the vicinity of faulting or folding, the directions of the tectonic forces control 
the directions of the principal horizontal stresses. Far from active tectonics, stress 
effects are, still felt, and usually the orientations and relative magnitudes of the two 
horizontal stresses can be estimated using methods that will be discussed later. 
Stresses may be reduced and rotated near shear plane, such as thrust faults, 
because of the difference between peak and residual strength. stiffness variations 
between various ground strata in combination with loading history may result in stress 
concentration in stiff layers such as clayey shales. In fact, rock strata could be compared 
to a series of parallel springs, the stiffness of which are proportional to the rocks 
Young's moduli. The application of a constant displacement at one end leads to larger 




1~1 Constant displacement 
~I~ .. ,~ 
Fig. 2. 11-Parallel Springs 
Analogy 
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2.3.1.5 Other Stresses 
Some rocks have the property to flow or creep as soon as they are subjected to a 
differential stress. Salts and potashes are examples of such rocks. In this case, generally 
the three principal stress components are, nearly, equal. In addition, thermally induced 
stresses will affect the stress regime. The high horizontal stresses may be influenced by 
paleo-stresses generated by the overlaying earth and ice that have been removed, 
considering that rock seems to have a memory of previous loading. Such an effect is 
called fossilized stress effect. 
2.3.2 Stress Field Measurements (Orientation and Magnitude) 
Stress field determination is important for the oil and gas industry. In fact, many 
oil and gas production, completion, and reservoir engineering activities depend on the 
distribution of in situ stresses. It has been reported in the literature that the knowledge 
of the orientation of propped fractures is important to long term recovery from tight gas 
sands, and for well spacing design. Smith 18 reported that, for the same capital 
investment cost, long term recovery can be improved from 20 to 50% by preventing 
drainage patterns from overlapping. 
Dyes et al 19 noted that the wells situated perpendicular to the fracture orientation 
will achieve a better areal sweep efficiency than wells situated parallel to the fracture 
direction. Other examples of the importance of stress determination are; Hydraulic 
fracture growth (fracture contairunent) , proppant selection (size and type), safety and 
well equipment integrity concerns while fracturing, wellbore stability, sand production , 
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and reservoir deformation associated with production (compaction, subsidence, 
injection shear induced fracturing). 
Several measurements methods have been reported in the literature and 
comparisons of the obtained results were published (Warpinski and Teufel20, Teufel et 
al2 1, Lacy22, Smith et al", Oikawa et al2', Masuki and K. Takeuchu25, Ren and 
Hudson26). These methods are discussed next: 
2.3.2.1 Small Volume Hydraulic Fractures (Mini Hydraulic and Micro Fracturing) 
Theoretical Background 
If one assumes that the rock remains linear elastic, and that the borehole is 
drilled parallel to a direction of principal stress, the following expressions can be 
obtained for the near borehole induced stresses: 
The stress-field, at any rand 0, is: 
1 \ { a' ) 1 \ { 4a' 3a' ) 1 a') cr = - cr +cr 1-- + - cr -cr 1-- 2 + -. cos20+ 2 " 2 x Y r2 2 Y .l r r r 
1\ { a') 1\ { 3a') 1a') cr = - cr +cr l+- - - cr -cr l+-. cos 20+ , 
oo 2 ;,; Y ,2 2 Y :t r r 
~ =- - cr +cr l+--- sm20 1 \ { 2a2 3a') . 




where,cr, = crh, m;a (least principal stress), and cry= cr11, m,x (maximum principal stress). 
At the borehole wall (r = a) 




<Jee takes its minimum value at the points where 8 = 0 and 8 = 11: and its maximum value 
at the points where 8 = 11/2 and 8 = 211/3.as shown in Fig. 2.12 
a oo.min = 3a x - a Y - P (2.46) 
(2.47) 




where : -TO is the Tensile strength of the rock, and P, is the breakdown pressure . 
Fig. 2.12-Stresses Around a Wellbore 
Induced fractures will propagate in a plane perpendicular to cr~ m;, (least 
principal stress). It should be noted that the borehole-induced stresses dimini sh rapidly 
to zero, with increasing distances from the wellbore . Consequentl y, they influence only 
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the magnitude of the pressure required to induce a fracture, but not that required for 
propagating it away from the well bore wall. 
Procedure 
Minifracturing consists of sealing off an open hole section with straddle packers, 
pressurizing it until failure, the injection is stopped and the instantaneous shut in 
pressure (ISIP) is determined (pressure is recorded continuously). Fig. 2.13 is a sketch 
of a typical pressure record obtained during a minifracturing test It is to be pointed out 
that for this small treatment, with low viscosity fluid, ISIP is essentially equal to the 
minimum principal in situ stress. 
·V:=½ ISIP 
Time 
Fig. 2.13-Typical Pressure Record of a Minifracturing Report 
McLennan and Roegiers27 noticed that a difference between microfracturing and 
minifracturing does exist. They stated that there is an order or two of magnitude 
difference in fluid quantities between them. Microfracturing field testing cases has been 
reported in the literature. Sarda et al28 conducted microfracturing tests on three wells 
situated in Northwest Europe. They determined that stress contrasts exist between 
permeable zones and other non-permeable zones, considered as stress barriers. They 
also noticed that the exploitation of reservoir influences the stress contrast between the 
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reservoirs and the impermeable barriers. In fact, reservoir production makes the stress 
contrast go up. In addition, Tinker et al29 by analyzing the microfracs, successfully 
conducted in the Grayburg/San Andres formations at the Waddell Field in Crane 
County, Texas, noticed variations in stress across the field. They attributed this 
differences in reservoir pressure. In this paper, the authors recommended microfrac tests 
to prevent vertical fracture extension. 
Data Analysis 
Several interpretation methods for predicting minimum principal stress from 
pressure records have been investigated in the literature, Proskin et al30 analyzed a series 
of minifracs, performed in oil sand, using graphical methods: 
Pressure derivative plot, dp/dt vs. Pavg (giving the Instantaneous Shut In Pressure). 
2 P vs. Log (t,,j + t.t)/t.t plot. 
Square root time, to identify either fracture or formation linear flow. 
4 Tandem square root plot (P vs. SQRT (t,,; + t.t) - SQRT (t.t). 
The methods yield to reasonably close values for minimum principal stress except for 
the ISIP method. Several factors complicating the interpretations of pressure decay 
records exist : 
• Leak off, especially in permeable formations, the recorded stress level is, 
probably, pore pressure dependent. 
Fracture inclination and change in fracture propagation direction. 
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In situ stress heterogeneities : During fracture propagation, it is likely that the 
fracture extends into other zones of different stress levels, and these zones must be 
reflected in the shut in pressure response . 
Incomplete fracture closure . 
G function Plot: (Castillo 31) 
The basic decline analysis requires the slope of a straight line from the G- plot 
of Pw vs. G. 
Considering fluid loss dominated case (Lower bound) : 
Considering the minimum fluid loss case (Upper case): 
where : lo = the dimensionless shut in time , 
I= time since start of pumping, and 




Instantaneous Shut In Pressure is the pressure occurring immediately after shut 
in. It is alleged that this is the final propagation pressure minus the friction pressure , and 
it corresponds to the equilibrium state after shut in. Fracture closure pressure is defined 
as the pressure required to keep the fracture from just closing . It is taken to represent the 
minimum horizonta l stress. However, researchers No lte and Smith32, McLennan and 
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Roegiers", noticed that closure pressure manifests a total stress localized around the 
fracture and does not reflect the far field principal stress. 
2.3.2.2 Overcoring Technique 
Overcoring methods rely on the fact that a rock core, when drilled, is relieved of 
most in situ stress and expand to its initial unstressed state. Stress relief is usually 
measured by inserting a strain measuring device or a diameter gauge into a small pilot 
hole. Initial readings are recorded and a concentric hole, of large diameter, is drilled. 
The annulus of core that contains the stress meter is then removed. The original stress 
may be estimated by applying an external stress to the core until the stress meter 
registers its initial values. 
2.3.2.3 Core Based Measurements 
Anelastic Srain Recovery (ASR) 
Teufel33 developed a technique for determining the strain relief direction on 
freshly cut oriented cores. The ASR technique Warpinski and Teufel34 consists of 
mounting clip on displacement gauges on a piece of sealed, oriented core and recording 
the time dependent relaxation of that core, in a temperature controlled environment. 
Determination of the stress field orientation has been shown to be straight forward, for 
many sedimentary rocks and is readily determined by knowing the principal strain 
orientation. If there is no rock fabric to distort the results, the maximum stress direction 




Teufel33 has proposed a microcrack model of stress relaxation. Upon coring the 
in situ stresses are released and the rock is allowed to expand in all directions (Fig. 
2.14). Because the X direction has suffered the greatest stress release, it will expand the 
most inducing lot of cracks. The Y direction is least cracked since it has suffered the 
least amount of stress release. 
y 
D 
Fig. 2. 14-Core Relaxation After Coring 
Differential Strain Curve Analysis (DSCA) 
DSCA, defined by Smith et al23 , is a technique for determining the spatial 
orientation of the principal stresses. It is based on the assumption that oriented 
microcracks were induced in the core sample, by the stress relief, when it was taken out 
from depth, and their density is proportional to the relieved stress magnitudes. Hence, 
when a core sample is hydrostatically compressed, the differential strains are observed 
along various directions, related to in-situ- stress state. Also, the deformation behavior 
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of the sample is, mainly, affected by the stress relief-induced microcracks, the effects of 
pre-existing and thermally induced cracks are small and can be neglected. 
Differential Wave Velocity Analysis (DWVA) 
DWV A is used to determine the spatial orientation as well as the ratio of the 
principal stress components. It is based on the same assumptions as DSCA 
(microcracking), and the analysis is similar, except that compressional acoustic wave 
velocity is measured rather than strain. The velocity of a compressional wave in a rock 
specimen will decrease if appropriately oriented microcracks exist, and the degree of 
velocity variation is proportional to the density of the microcracking in a specific 
direction. Therefore, when an oriented rock specimen is submitted to hydrostatic 
reloading, wave velocity observation, in various directions, is an indicator of the pre-
existing downhole stress conditions. 
2.3.2.4 Borehole Breakouts (Ovalization) 
Wellbore breakouts result from the elongation of the borehole, forming intervals 
with non-circular cross section whose long axis is parallel to the minimum horizontal 
stress direction. Hence, Ovalization is an indicator of the direction of the horizontal 
principal stress. Tools for determining borehole breakouts are: borehole televiewers and 
oriented calipers. Several cases where wellbore breakout analysis has been a successful 
means for stress direction detection are encountered in the literature. 
Teufel et al" compared the hydraulic fracture azimuth determined by breakouts 
and by several other techniques, at the Multi Well Experiment site, near Rifle, 
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Colorado, and found an agreement with the oriented core analysis. Shamir and Zoback35 
presented based on stress induced wellbore breakout and ultrasonic televiewer a 
detailed profile of the direction ofcrttmax in the Cajon pass, California. Also Vernie and 
Zoback36 reported the applicability of wellbore breakout analysis as well as Differential 
Wave Velocity Analysis for the estimation ofin situ stress at great depths exceeding IO 
Km. 
Failure Mechanisms of Borehole Breakouts 
Lee and Haimson37 conducted a laboratory study on thin sections of borehole 
breakouts on Lac Du Bonnet Granite. They found that the governing mechanism of 
borehole breakouts is stress induced extensile cracking in the two zones aligned with 
O'hmin direction. 
2.3.2.S Acoustic Emission-Kaiser Effect 
The Kaiser effect is a sudden increase in the rate of acoustic emission that 
occurs when the applied stress has reached a level greater than the previously applied to 
the rock specimen. The Kaiser effect was investigated by several authors, and its 
reliability was proven. Recently, Seto et al38 conducted a study to measure in situ rock 
stress using the Kaiser effect, on cores obtained from three different kinds of vertically 
drilled exploratory boreholes and one horizontally drilled borehole in an underground 
coal mine, with time lags up to 2 years. The results of these measurements were 
compared with results obtained from over coring and hydraulic fracturing techniques. 
Michihiro et aI39 studied whether the Kaiser effect is affected by initial geo-stress and 
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concluded that the stress estimated from the Kaiser effect is equal to the stress which 
presently causes strain in specimens and not the largest stresses they have sustained in 
the past. 
2.3.3 Importance of In-Situ Stress Orientation 
Stress field orientation knowledge is of importance for reservoir related design 
concerns such as hydraulic fractures azimuths, borehole stability horizontal drilling and 
completion planning. In fact, for a horizontal section to be drilled in a horizontal well 
the worst orientation to be selected, in the case where the overburden stress is highest of 
principal stresses, is parallel to the maximum horizontal stress. 
Z' 
X' 
Fig .2.15-Coordinate System Transformation For a Deviated 
Borehole'° 
figure 2.15 represents coordinates system transformation for a deviated 
borehole. The angle a represents the azimuth angle, and the angle i represents the 
wellbore deviation (inclination) The stresses around a wellbore are given by the 
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following general linear elastic solution assuming no displacement along the z- axis 
(plane strain condition): 
Fig. 2.16-Circumferential Stresses Around a Horizontal 
Wellbore' 0 
( cr 
O +cr O )( R') (cr O -cr O )( R' R') ar = ~ I--;-;- + ~ 1+3-;:i--4--;:-;-cos28 
( R
4 R') R' +t 0 1+3--4- sin20 +Pw-
xy r4 r2 ,2 
(2.53) 
cr• = ( cr; ;cr~ ](1 <:)-( cr; ;cr]l +3 :: }os20 
(2.54) 
-t 0 1+3- sin20 -Pw-( R') R' xy r4 ,2 
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Z Z ~ X Y f2 xy f2 
(2.55) 
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' r. = (, : cos0 +,: sin 0{1 - ~ ) 
where the formation stresses expressed in the (x, y, z) coordinate system are : 
a ~ = l!, (JH + /~.a h + !!,a v 
o-~ = l~.a H + /:. a h + !~.a ,, 
er: =l';,aH + l! ,a,, + /::.a v 
r: = l:a,Jyx.a H + /xy,/yy.a h + /x:,/y:•a ,, 
r: = iyx./::x,u H + lyy.lzy,a h + IY:,l==·a ,, 








The superscript o on the stresses denote that these are the virgin formation stresses . And 
where lxx·, lxy·, lxz· are the direction cosines of the angles between the x-axis and the x' -
y' -, z ' - axes , respectively. 
lyx·, lyy·, I,,· are the direction cosines of the angles between the y-axis and the x' - y' -, z' -
axes, respectively. 
lex·, lzy·, /,,. are the direction cosines of the angles between the x-axis and the x' - y'-, z '-
axes, respecti vely . 
The direction cosines relates to the angles a and i by: 
lx:x = cosacosi 
fry. = sin acosi 
/:a.= -s ini 
lyx. = -s in a 
lyy = cos a 
,,.,. = 0 









fry. = sinasini 
I,,. =cosi 
2.4 Mechanical Properties -Logs Correlations 
(2.72) 
(2.73) 
Attempts to correlate mechanical properties to logs have been formulated 
elsewhere in the literature. In fact, it has been reported in the literature that relationships 
between porosity and mechanical properties of porous media do exist. Farquhar et al41 
reported a simple exponential relationships between mechanical properties and the 
porosity , $, of the general form: 
M = Aexp"' (2.74) 
where, M is some mechanical property and A and B are constants. Many researchers 
have used this relationship to describe their experimental data. The relationships are 
summarized in Table 2.1. Sarda, et al42 in their work on sand production based on the 
available data for various dry and saturated rocks found that for porosities up to 30% 
the unconfined compressive strength (cr,os) and the porosity($) are related as: 
a,JMPa)= 258e~, (2.75) 
Table 2.1: Mechanical properties - Porosity correlation, M = A expe+ constants"1 
Property (units) Rock Type 
Constants Correlation 
A B coefficient 
(Mpa) 
Sandstone 208.08 0.074 0.71 
CJ ucs Carbonate 174.80 0.093 0.83 
(GPa) 
Sandstone 56.40 0.112 0.94 
EsTAnc Carbonate 69.05 0.060 0.87 
(GPa) 
Sandstone 55.39 0.146 0.96 
EoYNIMic Carbonate 66.98 0.042 
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For the structure of Germigny-sous-Couloms for the 0-36% porosity interval, 
unconfined compressive strength (crucs) and the porosity have the following curve fitting 
relationship: 
cr.JMPa)= 11 l.Se - 11'+ (2.76) 
Anderson et al43 have presented an empirical relationship relating Poisson's ratio to 
shaliness for unconsolidated Gulf coast sands: 
u = 0.125q + 0.27 (2.77) 
where q is the dispersed-shale index: 
(2.78) 
$s is computed using Wyllie et al equation (Tiab and Donaldson'): 
(2.79) 
B,, compaction factor: 
B (l!J:"')B r:p= 100 sh (2.80) 
where I 00 is the travel time for compacted shale in µsec /ft, and t,h is the sonic travel 
time of adjacent shale. B,, = I to 2 for sandstones. 
The factor B,h, is empiricall y determined , and is a function of clay type. 





<l>o is the porosity obtained from density log computed as: 
(2.82) 
In shaly (clayey) formations: 
¢,0 = [~)-[ P •• , - P,, )v,, 
P • .,-Pfl P •• , -P fl 
(2.83) 
q has been defined differently by Tixier et al44 
(2.84) 
where, ¢,;g is the total space between the matrix grains supporting the ove rburden and, 
¢, is the porosity available to water and hydrocarbons. 
2.4.1 In-Situ Stress Profiles 
Cipolla et al45 evaluated the use of log-derived stress profiles and measured 
stress profiles (in the Moxa Arch Frontier formation, southwestern Wyoming). The 
minimum horizontal stress is given as: 
cr, m;, =- 1u •(a , -P)+P+C -u 
where: 
crhm;n = minimum horizontal stress , psi/ft, 
av= overburd en stress= 1. 0 psi/ft, 
(2.85) 
C = correction constant = 0. 133 psi/ft, used to calibrate the log calculated stress to the 
measured stress, 
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P = pore pressure= 0.55 Psi/ft. 
u = Poisson's ratio 
Equation 2.85 is derived from linear elsticity assuming oedometric deformation (sh= EH 
= O) 
Cipolla et al45 found that the calculated stress in the shales compares favorab ly 
with the measured values . While the marine sand stress calculated using the dipole 
sonic log is somewhat low, compared to the measured value. Nevertheless , the general 
in-situ stress profile is reasonably predicted, using the calibrated dipole sonic log . 
In the other hand, Cipolla et al45 developed a correlation between in-situ stress and 
Gamma ray having the form : 
a,= = 0.105 x V,, +0.745 (2.86) 
where: V,h is the volume fraction of shale . 
The comparison of the gamma ray-based stress profile and the measured stresses 
yielded good agreement . 
Whitehead et al46 obtained the following equation for the Travis Peak Formation 
of East Texas , between crh m;, and u /(1-u }, with a correlation coefficient of 0. 924 : 
a,= = 0.30342( _!:'__) + 0.47399 
1- v 
(2.87) 
Also ,· Morales et al47 presented the following correlation of the minimum horizontal 
stress: 
a ,~, = 0.4TVD + 0.58p ,., (2.88) 
where 
TVD = the true vertical depth,ft 
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Pres= the reservoir pressure, psi. 
Eq. 2.88 was derived based on the equation 
u _ v(O 95TVD -2p, ., ) + P,., 
hm,n- l-LJ (2.89) 
Setting Poisson ' s ratio , u = 0.296, value that minimizes the error between the predicted 
and measured closure stress values . 
Woodland and J.S. Bell48 showed that the interpreted closure stresses for 118 minifrac 
tests in Alberta have the following trends : 
For depths less than 2300 m 
Closure stress = 0.0114 Z + 3.1 Mpa, R' = 0.56, 
For depths greater than 2300 m 
Closure stress = 0.0237 Z - 18.0 Mpa, R' = 0.74, 
For all depths 
Closure stress = 0.0183 Z - 3.2 Mpa, R' = 0.56, 
Where Z = depth in meters . 
Labudovic 49 stated, based on Eq.2.85 that the fracturing gradient is directly proportional 
to Poisson 's ratio , and fractures would expand in height along the areas of low 
Poisson 's ratio. Hence, the limits of upward or downward expansion of a created 
fracture would be in the areas of high Poisson 's ratio . 
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Chapter 3 
Hydraulic Fracturing in Hassi Messaoud 
3.1 Reservoir Description 
The Hassi Messaoud (HMO) structure lies approximately 800-km southeast of 
Algiers, Algeria (Fig. 3.1 ). It is a flattened, broad, oval anticline trending north-
northeast to south- southwest, parallel to the major fault zone (Fig. 3.2). It covers almost 
2,000 Km' in the Oued Mya basin. The first well , MDI was drilled in 1956 and more 
than 1,000 wells have been drilled over the last 40 years. The field has been subdivided 
into 25 zones based on observed interwell pressure communication, the reservoir is in 
the Cambrian subdivided into four lithozones Ri, Ra, R2, and R3 (from the lower to the 
upper. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the average reservoir characteristics for HMO. 
R3 lithozone : 
Non-producing zone with a very low permeability and a high clay content 
averaging 30%(illite predominantly). The R3 section thickness increases from 275 m 
(902 ft) in well Mc12 in the south central part of the field northward to 368 m (1207 ft) 
in well Omg57 north of the field. 
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Fig. 3.1-Location of Bassi Messaoud Field, Algeria 
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Fig. 3.2-Faults in Bassi Messaoud Structure 
R2 litbozone : 
It has a high clay content, averaging 20%, mainly illite with minor amount of 
kaolinite , occurring as interstitial clay and irregular thin interbeds of shale. R2 is a thick 
sequence of medium to coarse-grained sandstones. It has a good reservoir quality in the 
northern part of the field where water saturation is low. The R2 is considered the lower 
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boundary for the net interval due to the proximity to the water oil contact (WOC) . R2 is 
subdivided into two layers : The upper R2 (R2-rl} , and the lower R2 (R2-r2). R2-rl has 
in general better reservoir characteristics than the latter . Where it is not eroded, R2 zone 
is about 80 m (262 ft) thick 
Table 3.1 Reservoir Properties by Lithozone 
Ri Ra R2 R3 
Kminlmd) 0.3 2 I 
KAm(md) I 15 2.5 < I 
Km,J md) 2 100 7 
d>m;n( fraction) 0.06 0.06 
<l>A, e(fraction) 0.07 0.08 0.1 0.1 I 
d>m.x(fraction) 0.08 0.1 
V.JhAwel¾) 15 7 20 30 
Swi(fraction) 0.17 0.10 0.17 0.17 
Hn etfHt otal 0.5-0.9 0.8-1 0.65-0.8 0.65 
Table, 3,2 Hassi Messaoud Average Characteristics (After McGowen et al56) 
Oil gravitv O AP! 43 .5-45 
Initial GOR scf/bbl 1000 
Water Salinitv oom 360,000 
Reservoir Temoerature °F 245 
Average Poro sity % 7.5 
Average Permeability to oil md 1-50 
lnitial oil saturation% 80-95 
Gross formation Thickne ss ft 200-500 
Net formation Thickness ft 100-300 
Ra (anisometric zone): 
The Ra zone has a maximum total thicknes s of I 50 m (492 ft) in the western 
portion of the field , it is considered the primary reservoir. The Ra zone is fine-grained 
quartzite sandstone. Ra zone has been subdivided into five subzones high ly laminat ed 
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with silts and black shale, that are, from the upper to the lower: D4, D3, D2, ID, and DI. 
The predominant clay mineral in Ra is kaolinite. D5, D4, and D3 drains are eroded in 
the central northern portions of the field. 
Ri (isometric zone) : 
Also referred to as D5, is a 50 m (I 64 ft) thick quartzitic sandstone unit, it is 
characterized as a uniformly thick, well sorted, medium grained sandstone with 
interbeds of shale and siltstone . D5 is not considered as a significant producing zone 
because of its poor reservoir characteristics. The predominant clay mineral in layer D5 
is illite. 
3.2 Hydraulic Fracturing in HASSI MESSAOUD 
Early hydraulic fracturing treatments were performed in HMD and the 
surrounding fields, approximately 20 operations during the 1970' s and the 1980's 
McGowen et al 5°, and even earlier in the 1960' s. Most of the treatments were performed 
on low productivity wells and were designed with for large fluid and proppant volumes, 
similar to the massive hydraulic fracturing being performed in the United States. 
Nevertheless, production results were very poor with only a couple of wells responding 
favorably. In addition, high treating pressures and unexplained screen outs complicated 
many treatments . A failure caused by an early screen out while fracturing GS 13, a well 
in the nearby EL GASS! field, in 1983 resulted in ending the hydraulic fracturing 
experience in Algeria , until I 99050. 
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3.2.1 Discussion of the Results of Hydraulic Fracturing in HMD 
One has to point out that the obtained results . that will be discussed later, are 
mainly governed by in situ stress field. The operating conditions such as sand plugs and 
perforating. In HMD, sand plugs of 40/70 or 20/40 Ottawa sands are placed, based on 
well data such as oil and water saturation profiles , stress profile determined using the 
previously described stress correlation, via coiled tubing to obtain stress barriers to 
prevent downward fracture propagation to low stress, high water, undesirable zones. 
These sand plugs have allowed fracture propagation without significant growth into 
underlying undesirable zones50. Also, perforations are performed by shooting 3-6 
shots/ft over a minimum of 20-40 feet, in slotted liner and cemented liner completions. 
In new completions , perforation location is chosen depending on the desired fracture 
initiation point, while in slotted liner completions it is chosen based on the stress profile 
and normally covers the region of the lowest stress50• Nevertheless, the existence of 
perforations has little effect (if any) influence on the orientation of hydraulically 
induced fractures' 1• Generally hydraulic fractures initiate on the borehole wall 
perpendicular to the least principal stress. The analysis of the available data of 
fracturing in Hassi Messaoud field shows that the created fractures seem to have a 
preference for the layers ID, DI, and D4 (Figures 3.3, 3.4). Layer D4 is not observed, in 
several regions of the field. The reason may be due to the fact that D4 was eroded ( east 
and south east of the structure, zones: 14, 15, 16, 17, 19 and northeast zone 25). It may 
also be due to the fact that D4 was eroded, with D5 and sometimes with D3 and D2, in 
the central northern portion of the field (east of zone 3, zones 6, 7, and 9). 
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In zones 8 and I 3 the erosion was so severe that it reached even the ID. In the 
eastern part of zone 2N, southeast zone 2E, zone 4, northern part of zone 20A and zone 
20B both D4 and D5 have been eroded;2_ Hence, the occurrence of fracturing seems to 
be linked to lithology, and the most favorable layer, for fracturing, is ID layer. The 
layers may be classified according to the probability of occurrence of induced hydraulic 
fractures decreasingly: ID, D4, DI, D2, D5 and D3. Layers D3 and D5 could be 
considered as the layers where the hydraulically induced fractures are the more unlikely 
to occur. Hence, where the stresses are the highest. 
Back analyzing the composition of these layers could lead to a tangible 
explanation. Indeed, the analysis of the sedimentology of four zones situated in the 
southern side of the structure53 (zones: 1B, 17, 19, and 25) shows that, comparing to the 
other layers of Ra zone, layers D5 and D3 have the particularity of having a high clay 
content associated with low porosity. (Figures 3.5 through 3.8). 
The analysis of the previous fracturing data by zone could lead to more details. 
We have chosen zones I and 2 because these zones experienced several fracturing 
operations. In zones 1 (A, B, and C) situated in the western section of the structure, the 
producing layers are D5 and D4 the lower layers, D2, ID and D 1, are water zones. 
Zones l(A, Band C) are structurally lower than the rest of the reservoir. 
As shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 Clayey zones (stiffness effect) correspond to high 
stress zones. For zones l(A, B, and C) layer D2 is water zone and D3 is close to water 
zone. For zones 2 (N, S, and EX) the potential layers for fracturing are ID and D2 then 
layers D5 and D4. D3 is likely to be a layer where stress concentration exists for the 
same reasons explained above, as shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 
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3.2.2 Microfrac Measurements in HMD Field 
In I 992 , microfrac measurements were performed on Well A and a stress profile 
was obtained (Fig . 3 .13). In fact, seven interpretable microfracs were obtained over 160 
m of open hole from Ra-D2 to R3. The observed results are summarized in Table 3.3. 
Hence , the layer Ra-DI is contained between two zones of high stresses constituting 
barriers for the vertical propagation of the hydraulically induced fracture in Ra-DI. At 
the Top the Ra-ID , a barrier of 3,650 psi, and at the bottom, the transition zone , 
constituting a barrier of 750 psi. Further down, the R2-r2 is a more important barrier of 
3,100 psi will hinder any downward propagation ofa hydraulically induced fracture in 
the Ra-DI layer. 
Table 3.3 Microfracturing Measurements of Well A Results 
Location of the 
Minimum Stress 
Layer minimum ofcrhmin Observation 
/ml 
(psi) 
Ra-D2 3402 11,750 
Low Porosity Oil 
zone 
Ra-ID 3420 12, 100 
Low Porosity Oil 
zone 
Ra-DI 3442 8,450 Oil zone 
Sandy Mound 3460 9,200 
Top of the transition 
zone 
R2-rl 3480 9,600 Water zone 
R2-r2 3521 11,550 Water zone 
R3 3562 10, 150 Water zone 
These results obtained , Belhaouas et ai6 tried to correlate the stress profile with 
logs . The first step was to correlate the acoustic Young's modulus with logs, from 1,727 
samples in well A from a sedimentary sequence of 263 m crossing the Cambrian from 
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the top of Ri to 30 m in R3. The result was a correlation, linking dynamic Young's 
modulus to porosity and shaliness, with a coefficient of correlation of 0.96. 
E = 12.62 - 0.431 &I>, - 0.0994V,h 
where, 
£= dynamic Young's modulus expressed in 106psi, 
~' = the effective porosity expressed in%, and 
V,h = the shale content expressed in %. 
(3.1) 
The second step correlates the minimum horizontal stress with logs. A 
relationship between minimum horizontal stress, Young's modulus, and oil saturation 
was obtained with a coefficient of correlation of0.98. 
cr hm;, = 6,163.1+1312.2£-74.416S, 
where , 
ah min= the in situ stress expressed in psi, 
E = Young 's modulus expressed in 106psi, 
S0 = the oil saturation expressed in %. 
(3.2) 
And since this correlation has been used to predict the stress profile from open hole 
logs, for design purposes, throughout Hassi Messaoud field and even in near by fields 
(EL GASS! , EL AGREB , ZOTTI). 
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3.2.3 Discussion of The Correlations 
3.2.3.1 Young's Modulus - Logs Correlation 
Equation 3. I was obtained for over than I, 700 samples, with a coefficient of 
correlation of 0.96. Similar correlations were obtained for two other wells, 
Well B, situated 11 Km east of A: 
Strcss (psi) -"'' I 
I 
I L,...0 ,_ -I I I I 
I -, 
R,-ID 
I I I I 
I I 
I Ra-:o 
j I Sandy mound I 
I I 
I -~--- I 




Fig. 3.13--Strus Profile orWcll A 
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E = 12.83 - 0.527 l<j,, - 0. ! 388V,, 
Where: 
E = Young ' s modulus in 106psi , 
V,h = the shale content in %, and 
<I>,= the effective porosity in%. 
The coefficient of correlation equal to 0.87. 
Well C, situated on the southern side of the Hassi Messaoud field 30Km away: 
E = 12.21-0.4040<!>, -0.0842V ,, 
where: 
E = Young ' s modulus in 106psi, 
V,h = the shale content in %, and 
<I>,= the effective porosity in%. 
The coefficient of correlation equal to 0.90. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The negative sign in front of porosity term reflects the decreasing of stiffness as 
porosity increases. However, this is not the case for shale content, since it has been 
demonstrated that stress contrasts exist between permeable zones and other non-
permeable zones, the latter constituting barriers"·". The stress concentration in a zone is 
associated with the stiffness of this zone in tectonic stressed regions. Moreover it is 
associated with clay content , since the higher the clay content is, the higher the stiffness 
ofa rock. 
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3.2.3.2 Minimum Horizontal Stress - Logs Correlation 
Correlating the minimum horizontal stress to log derived properties could be an 
interesting approach. However, the obtained relationship (Eq. 3.2) presents some 
confusion. In fact, the obtained stress profile presents an extreme fluctuation due to the 
variations in the hydrocarbon saturation profile. Also, water zones underlying the oil 
zones are considered stress barriers, however field observations of hydrau lic fracturing 
results throughout the HMO field show that water zones could be fractured with 
relatively low closure pressures. Young's modulus term reflects the tectonic aspect 
influencing the stress. The positive sign reflects the fact that the higher the stiffness of a 
horizon , the higher the horizontal stress values. Hence, the likely term to cause 
fluctuations is the oil saturation term. It would be more representative if the term pore 
pressure were introduced rather than oil saturation to account for the pore pressure 
effect on total stress (concept of effective and total stress). Nevertheless , pore pressure 
will not severely affect the stress contrast between different layers. Hence, it could be 
neglected. Moreover, fracturing occurrence in Hassi Messaoud seems to be lithology 
dependent, high stress values are found to be associated with high shaliness values as 
well as low parasites. For future correlation attempts, average parameters by layer must 
be considered. 
The stress profile of well A (Fig. 3.14) shows that there is no correlation of 
minimum horizontal stress involving depth as a unique correlating parameter. 
The first attempts were conducted toward correlating the minimum horizontal 
stress and ~, based on the results of micro fracturing tests obtained in well A, as well 
1-u 
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as in two other wells, where the created fracture was confined in a unique layer , and 
where compress ional and shear transit time logs are available as wel l. These attempt s 
were unsuccessful, showi ng that care is to be taken when dealing with the relationship : 
V 
a,,mm =-- a v 
l - v 
where: a hmm= the minimum horizontal stress, psi, 
a v = the Vertical principal stress, in psi, and 
u = Poisson's ratio. 
(3.5) 
Similar unsatisfactory results were obtained when trying to corre late the in-situ 
stress and gamma ray response as well as Young ' s modulus E, and Poisson ' s ratio,u . 
However , based on the observations obtained from the analysis of fracture treatment , a 
good fit was obtained between the stress data of well A in addition to stress values 
obtained from wells Oml602 and MD99 . Because that in these two wells the crea ted 
fractures seem to be some how created in a single layer with little incursion into 
adjacent layers, correlating a hmm with the shaliness V,h and the porosity ¢, yields the 
following (with R' equal to 0.89) 
a h= = 58.88 X V,h - 508.82 X ¢ + 12,627 (3.6) 
This correlation leads to an average deviation between the measured and the calcu lated 
stresses of on ly 8.46% (Table 3.4 and Fig. 3. 15). 
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Fig. 3.14-Stress, Shaliness, and Porosity Profiles of well A 
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In well A, the stress value obtained for the Sandy Mound is roughly equa l to the 
value obtained for R2-rl. Based on this fact and the thickness of the sandy mound is 
low, it is believed that in well A, 9,600 psi is the value of the minimum horizontal stress 
in layer R2-rl while 8,450 psi is its value in layer DI. The following equation was 
obtained with R' of0 .88. 
"h = = 56561xV ,h -642.358x¢+ 13,886 (3 7) 
Equations. 3 .6 and 3. 7 are roughly identica l and both show that is a stress barrier a layer 
where the porosity is low and the shaliness is high (Fig. 3.14). Using either Eq.3.7 or 
Eq 3.6 would lead to similar results. 
Table 3,4: Stress Values Calculated by Eq. 3.6 vs. Measured Stresses 
Stress (psi} V,h (o/o) Porosity(%) Calculated stress Average deviation 
(psi) (%) 
11750 11.73 3.89 11340 3.49 
12100 11.57 5.74 10390 14. 15 
8450 8.52 8.44 8830 4.53 
9200 14.640 5.03 10930 18.79 
9600 23.97 8.87 9530 0.76 
11550 25 .06 7.63 10220 I I.SI 
10150 32 .98 7.02 11990 8.32 
7730 12.83 11.02 7770 0.58 
8670 4.29 7.32 9150 8.72 
Average deviation : 
8.46% 
Figure. 3 .16 shows the variation of the fracturing gradient throughout HMD 
structure . It appears that the fracturing gradient tends to increase as we move from the 
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eastern ponion of the reservoir to the western side. Indeed, fracturing gradient talces its 
lowest values in the nonheast side (zone 9). As we move southward towards zones 13, 
I 3S and towards zone 15, the fracturing gradient experiences a slight increase, reaching 
an average value of 0.84 psi,f/i in south zone I 9, the western ponion of zone 24 and zone 
25. As we go westward through zone 19, zone 20 A, B, zone 24, zone 23, zones 2N, S 
and Ex and zone 3 the fracturing gradient goes up. It reaches its highest values in zone I 
at the west of the reservoir, averaging 0.95 psi,f/i. 
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Fig. 3.15-Musur,d vs. Calculaltd StrHSH 
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In summary, the eastern part of HMD structure has relative ly low fracturing 
gradients, which starts to increase as we move westward . It reaches its highest values in 
zone I. This map fits the structural geology of HMD reservoir (Fig . 3 .2) and it confirms 
the fact that the structure is split into two principle compartments the western and the 
eastern by the major fault NE-SW ONl 17 to MD395 . Also this statement may be of 
considerable importance , considering that production gain is severely reduced as the 
fracturing gradient increases ' 0 as shown in Tab les 3.5 and 3.6. The reason they stated 
for that is the increased occurrence of non-Tip screen outs leading to drastic reduction 
of the proppant amount placed into the formation. This makes it risky to select 
candidate wells for hydraulic fracturing from the western compartment of the structure. 
Table 3.5 Influence of the Fracturing Gradient on the Production Gain (After 
McGowen et al"') 
Fracturing 
<0.8 0.8-0.9 0.9-1.0 > 1.0 Qradient (nsilft\ 
Average 
fracturing 072 0.85 0.94 1.04 
Qradient / osilft) 
Number of 
19 38 28 13 
wells 
KH/md-ft) 2321 1415 1484 982 
Average 
11.0 16.5 17 5 17.0 
efficiencv (%) 
Average 
Proppant in 75,343 89,360 85,777 62,695 
(lbs) 
¾ TSO 42 34 36 31 
% Non-TSO 11 5 18 23 
Average gain 
1327 562 554 408 (bond) 
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Table 3.6 Screen out Occurrence in HMO (After McGowen et a150) 
Screen out type None TSO Non -TSO 
Number of wells 51 35 12 
Average KH (md -ft) 1182 2055 1662 
Average fluid 
16.9 13.1 18.9 
efficiency (%) 
Average fracturing 
0.87 0.87 0.92 
gradient (psi/ft) 
Average Proppant in 
101946 70423 31662 
(lbs) 
Average gain 720 878 -4 
3.3 In-Situ Stress Orientation in HMD 
Using Eqs. 2.54 , 2.59 , 2.60 , 2.62, in addition to Eqs. 2.65 through 2. 70 
horizontal borehole maximum and minimum circumferential stresses corresponding 
respectively to an angle 0 of rr/2 or 3rr/2 and O or rr, are calculated and presented in 
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 , as well as in Table 3.7. 
If we consider a state of stress where crv>crH>crh, the well azimuth where 
borehole stability issues are the more unlikely to occur corresponds to a direction 
parallel to the minimum horizontal stress. Figures 3.17, and 3. I 8 show the predicted 
effect of well trajectory on wellbore stability for different principal stress values. The 
most stable direction is the one parallel to minimum horizontal stress. 
Early breakthrough , due to the proximity of injection wells from a hydraulically 
fractured well, could be controlled by appropriate design of the fracture dimensions or 
by avoiding considering wells , situated close to injection wells, as potential candidates 
for hydraulic fracturing. 
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In Hassi Messaoud, UBI (Ultrasonic Borehole Imager) has been used to analyze 
the stress induced borehole breakouts on 15 wells corresponding to55 : 
- 3 wells in zone 9, situated in the northeastern part of the structure , 
- 3 wells in zones 20A and 20B situated in the central portion of the structure, 
- 2 wells in zone 15, situated in the eastern flank of the structure, 
- 2 wells in zone 24, I in zone 25 and I in zone I 7, all situated in the southern side , 
- 2 wells in zone 2 and l in zone 3 situated in the western flank of the formation. 
Despite the existence of caves in addition to the proximity of faults of some wells the 
predominant direction of the breakouts is NE-SW corresponding to a general orientation 
of the maximum stress being SE-NW. 
MASSA et al" studied fracturing of Hassi Messaoud using cores oriented by the 
dipping of the layers. It is to be mentioned that at that time other methods were , 
unsuccessfully used , such as the orientation of cores by natural remnant magnetization. 
oriented coring, and use of borehole televiewer. This study made it evident that the 
orientation of the faults is mainly 45-50° azimuth. Hence , the orientation of the 
maximum Horizontal stress obtained using the UBI is perpendicular to the general trend 
of faults in HMD. Also, it is consistent with the orientation of HMD anticline. The 
Hassi Messaoud anticline orientation is therefore , the result of compressive maximum 
horizontal stress acting in the SE-NW direction. Moreover, this orientation matches the 
results obtained by both: Beghoul's study 3 of breakouts in Timimoun basin and Tiab's 
study 4 of the natural fractures orientation in Ahnet basin. 
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Fig. 3.16-lsofracturing Gradient Map ofllassi Messaoud Structure 
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Table 3. 7 Circumferential Stresses Around a Horizontal Borehol e 
av.an, and a~ (psi) Azim uth anglt a (0 ) aa . ... (psi) aa.;. {ps1) 
0 21000 5000 
15 20870 5400 
30 20500 6500 
I 0000. 8000, and 6000 45 20000 8000 
60 19500 9500 
75 19130 10600 
90 19000 11000 
0 25000 9000 
15 24870 9400 
30 24500 10500 
12000, I 0000, and 8000 45 24000 12000 
60 23500 13500 
75 23130 14600 
90 23000 15000 
0 23000 15000 
15 22930 15200 
30 22750 15750 
12000, 11000, and 10000 45 22500 16500 
60 22250 17250 
75 22070 17800 
90 22000 18000 
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Chapter 4 
Discussion of Stress Correlation Application in Hassi 
Messaoud 
4.1 Application of the New Correlation 
Figures 4.1 through 4.6 show that the correlation (Eq. 3.6) predicts the zone 
where the in-situ stress is lowest, allowing the initiation and the propagation of a 
fracture. In wells Oml602 (Fig. 4.1 ), Omn402 (Fig. 4.2), MD440 (Fig. 4.3), MD452 
(Fig. 4.4). Though, the pressure response of well Oml852 (Fig. 4.5) was not interpreted 
because of the fact that communication existed between the tubing and the casing, The 
stress profile predicts the location of the created fracture, from the perforated layer D2 
with a value of minimum horizontal stress of 9,700 psi, to layer ID with a value of 
crh .mia of 9,400 psi. For MD99 (Fig. 4.6), the predicted in situ stress for the perforated 
interval is 9,500 while in-situ stress obtained from pressure decline data is 8,670 psi. 
[n some cases, even though the stress profile predicts the location of the created 
fracture, it overestimates the value of the in-situ stress. For well Omn541 (Fig. 4.7) the 
layers that are likely to be fractured are D2 to the bottom, which is the case. However, 
the in situ stress predicted is between 9,100 and 10,000 psi, which that are different 
from the measured 7,800 psi. 
The stress profile can underestimate the stress value. [n fact, for well Omn70 
(Fig. 4.8) it predicts a fracture initiating in D2 layer where the in-situ stress is 7,140 psi, 
and the treatment revealed a fracture in both ID and D2. Hence, the created fracture 
could have probably been initiated in D2 than it migrated toward ID, if the treatment 
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were not stopped DI and R2 were to be fractured, the reel value of ah. min was 9,200 psi. 
ln well Omn84 (Fig . 4.9) the stress profile predicts that all layers would be fractured, 
which was the case . Nevenheless, it underestimates the stress value, which is, in reality, 
equal to 9,430 psi. 
Equation 3.6 seems to be not only applicab le for Hassi Messaoud reservoir but 
also for the near by El GASS[ and El AGREB reservoirs situated respect ively at 100 
and 140 Km Southwest HMD . Indeed, for well GS? (Fig . 4. I 0) the in-situ stress value 
predicted for layer D4 is roughly equal to the measured value (8,700 psi) . For well 
AR22 (Fig . 4.11) the stress profile predicts a fracture in D3 layer with a closure stress of 
8,090 psi the real in situ stress value was 7,600 psi. However , the temperature profile 
shows that pan of layer D4 was fractured . According to the stress profile this could be 
due to the incursion of the fracture into the lower pan ofD4 that the stress level is 8,700 
psi. In well GSl4 , (Fig . 4.12) both predicted and reel stress va lues and fracture location 
match perfectly . The stress profile predicts a creation of a fracture contained in between 
layers D4 and ID that are a kind of stress barriers , D3 and D2 being layers were In situ 
stresses are low equal to 6,700 psi. Surprisingly, this is the exact value obtained from 
the interpretation of the fall off data . Also , the temperature profile shows a cool ponion 
corresponding to layers D3 and D2. Table . 4. I is a summary of the application of the 
obtained correlation . 
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Table 4.1 Summary of the Resu lts of the App lication of the Obtained Correlation 
Predicted 
Reel 
Well Location interval to Fractured Predicted Pc1 pd Obscnralion 
be interval (psi) (ps,) 
fractur ed 
Om1602 HMO R2 R2 7500 7730 Good predictions 
Omn402 HMO D2 and ID D2 and ID 9600 8800 Good 
oredictions 








Om1852 HMO D2 and ID D2 and ID 9700-9400 Good predictions 
D4 was 




D2 to D2 to 
correlation 
Omn541 HMO 9000-10000 7800 overestimat 
bottom bottom 




























4.2 Compari son Between HMD Correlation and the New 
One 
The correlations used in Hassi Messaoud are as follows 
E = 12.62-0.4318cj, , -0.0994V ., 
a,m ;, = 6,!63.1+13 12.2£-74.4 !6S, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
In fact the minimwn stress correlation used in HMO is a correlation of minimwn 
horizontal stress with porosity, shaliness, and oil saturation. The combination of Eqs. 
3.1 and 3.2 is given as 
(J hm;, = 22,723.06-566.&j, , - !30.43V,, - 74.4]6S , (4. 1) 
Comparing Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 3.6 it is evident that in both equations the effect of$ , is 
more important than the effect of V,h- In Eq. 4.1 the multiplying factor of$, is 4 times 
the multiplying factor of V,h-While in Eq. 3.6 the multiplying factor of$ , is 8 times the 
multiplying factor of V,h, though in the former equation V,h has a negative sign. In 
general, in both correlations minimwn horizontal stress is a function of porosity and 
shale vo!wne. This could be taken as the validation of the obtained corre lation knowing 
that, in practice, the stress correlation used in HMO was observed to predict the fracture 
locaiion, however its predicted values of minimwn horizontal stress are generally 
different from the real values. 
Belhaouas et a!6 reported that in their study of tens of wells fractured using the 
Hassi Messaoud stress profile correlation, fracture locations have been successfully 
predicted, these wells included : case of MO53, MD3 l l , MO329, MO369, and Omn342. 
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In well Omn402 (Fig. 4.13) the temperature log following the treatment shows a 
fracture in layers 02 and ID which is the interval predicted by HMO minimum 
horizontal stress correlation profile. However, the predicted value of minimum stress 
(11,000 psi) overestimates the real value. For the case of well MD452, Fig. 4. 14, the 
created hydraulic fracture extends from 03 to R2. Hence, not only has HMO stress 
profile overestimated the stress value but also it revealed a stress barrier, of I 3,000 psi, 
stretching form top of 03 to 3400 m. This means the fracture would have to break to get 
the reel fracture height. Similarly, HMO stress profile succeeded in predicting the 
location of the hydraulic fracture in well Oml852, nevenheless it is impossible to check 
whether or not it predicted the right stress value (Fig. 4. 15). Also, HMO stress profile 
can predict the fracture location in the case of wells Omn54 I, and Omn70, but it 
overestimates the stress value (Figs. 4.16, and 4.17). HMO stress profile fails to predict 
neither the value of the minimum horizontal stress nor the location of the hydraulic 
fracture in the case of wells MD440, MD99, and Omn84. (Figures 4.18 through 4.19). 
4.3 Sensitivity Analysis of the Correlation 
Figures 4.20, 4.21 and Tables 4.2, 4.3 show how imponant is the effect on stress 
of the porosity of the rock. Also, the correlation leads to acceptable values of stress for 
porosity values in-between 5 and 15%, which is the case for Hassi Messaoud reservoir, 
thus, it cannot be extrapolated. However, the effect of shaliness is lower, the stress slope 
is less steep, and the predicted stress values are quite reasonable for a wide range of V,,,. 
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Table 4.2: Stress Sensitivity to Vsb 
0% Vsh¾ O'hmii,(psi) 4,% Vsh¾ O'hm,n(psi) 0% Vsh% Oh,,,,n(psi) 
5 0 10674 10 0 7462 15 0 4251 
5 5 10957 10 5 7745 15 5 4533 
5 10 11240 10 10 8028 15 10 4816 
5 15 I 1523 10 15 8311 15 15 5099 
5 20 I 1805 10 20 8594 15 20 5382 
5 25 12088 10 25 8876 15 25 5665 
5 JO 12371 10 JO 9159 15 JO 5947 
5 35 12654 10 35 9442 15 35 6230 
5 40 12937 10 40 9725 15 40 6513 
5 45 13219 10 45 10008 15 45 6796 
5 50 13502 10 50 10290 15 50 7079 
5 55 13785 10 55 10573 15 55 7361 
5 60 14068 10 60 10856 15 60 7644 
Table 4.3: Btress Sensitivity to q, 
0% Vsh¾ O'hmin(psi) 4,% Vsh¾ O'hmin(psi) 0% Vsh¾ O'hm,n(psi) 
2 5 12884 2 10 13167 2 20 13733 
J 5 12242 J 10 12525 J 20 13090 
4 5 11599 4 10 11882 4 20 12448 
5 5 10957 5 10 11240 5 20 11805 
6 5 10315 6 10 10597 6 20 11163 
7 5 9672 7 10 9955 7 20 1052 1 
8 5 9030 8 10 9313 8 20 9878 
9 5 8388 9 10 8670 9 20 9236 
10 5 7745 10 10 8028 10 20 8594 
II 5 7103 II 10 7386 II 20 7951 
12 5 6461 12 10 6743 12 20 7309 
13 5 5818 13 10 6l01 13 20 6667 
14 5 5176 14 10 5459 14 20 6024 
15 5 4533 15 10 4816 15 20 5382 
2 JO 14298 2 40 14864 2 50 15429 
J JO 13656 J 40 14221 J 50 14787 
4 JO 13013 4 40 13579 4 50 14145 
5 JO 12371 5 40 12937 5 50 13502 
6 JO 11729 6 40 12294 6 50 12860 
7 JO I 1086 7 40 11652 7 50 12218 
8 JO 10444 8 40 11010 8 50 11575 
9 JO 9802 9 40 10367 9 50 10933 
10 JO 9159 10 40 9725 10 50 10290 
II JO 8517 II 40 9083 II 50 9648 
12 JO 7875 12 40 8440 12 50 9006 
13 JO 7232 13 40 7798 13 50 8363 
14 JO 6590 14 40 7155 14 50 7721 
15 30 5947 15 40 6513 15 50 7079 
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Hence , the obtained correlat ion leads to acceptable results as long as porosity is < I 5%, 
and for a wide range of V,h; in HMD, this correlation would therefore give reasonable 
stress values . 
4.4 General Considerations 
The in-situ stress profile could be used to predict fracture containment . In 
general , in HASS! MESSAOUD, layer D5, the upper layer bounding the main 
producing reservoir Ra, is a layer were the porosity is very low and the shaliness is 
high , making it a potential barrier. However, for the lower bounding layers though the 
shaliness increases the porosity , which impact on stress concentrat ion seems to be the 
higher (Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7), increases leading to a decrease in the stress value as we go 
deeper in the reservoir. Hence , in the bottom layers, the low stress level is low makes 
them favorable for a downward propagation of a created fracture 
The risk of having tubing or packer failure is high in wells where the fracturing 
gradient is high . Working tubing pressure is limited to 9,000 -10,000 psi while 
bottomhole -fracturing pressures often exceed 11,000 psi, and it happens that tubing 
failure occurs especially at screen outs. Packer failure occurred on about 5% of all the 
treatment attempts '". Failures have been almo st exclusively in the larger tubing sizes 
which, in the case of wells being treated , are often used the more ( 4 ½" and 5" tubing 
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Fig. 4.7 - Proposed Stress Profile for Well Omn541 
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Fig. 4.9-Proposed Stress Profile for Well Omn84 
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Fig. 4. 18-Stress Profile Based on HMD Cor relation of Well 
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Fig. 4.20-Strcss Profile Based on HMD Correlation of Well 
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Chapter 5 
Summar y, Conclu sion s and Recommendation s 
5.1 Summary 
Hydrau lic fracturing in Hassi Messaoud field seems to be lithology depende nt 
Sedimentologica l analysis revea led that both layers D5 and D3 have high clay content 
associated with low porosity. Therefore, both layers may be drains of higher stress 
level. 
Fracture containment in layered formations is believed to be mainly influenced 
by in-situ stresses and their distribution. A rigorous investiga tion of the in-situ stress 
field is the key to explaining the relationship between excessive treating pressures and 
fracture containment. Since no reliable theoretical formu lation of stress profile exists , 
statistical correlation approach is the next best approach for predicting fracturing 
gradients . Such a correlation not only is crucial for hydraulic fracturing but also for 
drilling concerns such as lost circulation problems associated with unintentional 
fracturing due to inappropriate mud weight . 
Based on microfracturing testing performed on well A, a stress profile 
correlation was obtained that relate the minimum horizontal stress to Young 's modu lus, 
E, and the oil saturation, S0 as follows : 
a,m m = 61631+13122£-74.416S 0 
where: 
ahmm= minimum horizontal stress in psi, 
E = Young ' s modulus in I06psi, and, 
(3.2) 
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S0 = the oil saturation expressed in%. 
The dynamic Young ' s modulus was correlated with shaliness (V,h) and porosity(~ ,) as 
follow s: 
E = 12.62-0.43184> , -0.099411,, 
where: 
E = Young ' s modulus in I06psi , 
V,h = the shale content in %, and 
~.= the effective porosity in%. 
(3.1) 
Attempts to correlate minimum horizontal stress to elastic constants (Young ' s 
modulus E, Poisson' s ratio u, and u/1-u) in addition to shaliness (V,,) alone were 
generally unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, a correlation was obtained between minimum 
horizontal stress (cr, m;,), shaliness (V,h) and effective porosity(~ ,) as follows: 
cr,m, =56.56I V, - 642.358q,, +13,886 
where : 
ah min = minimum horizontal stress in p si, 
Vsh = shaliness in %, and 
~. =the effective porosity in%. 
(3.7) 
The positi ve sign of V,h shows that as the shaliness increases minimum horizontal stress 
increases. The negative sign of ~. shows that as the porosity increases minimum 
horizontal stress decreases. 
The application of the new obtained correlation leads to quite acceptable results: in 
wells Oml602 , MD440 , MD452, MD99, and MD439 the proposed correlation predicted 
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perfectly the location of the created fracture and the value of the minimum horizontal 
stress. In the other cases examined , the stress profile obtained based on the proposed 
correlation predicts the fracture location. Nevertheless it: 
Underestimates the stress value (case ofOmn70 and Omn84) 
Overestimates the stress value ( case of Omn54 l ). 
In both situations the difference is reduced considerably , relatively to the stress profile 
currently used. The obtained correlation was tested positively in two other fields; 
EL GASS! (wells GS7 and GS14). 
EL AGREB (well AR22). 
The interpretation of wellbore breakouts reveals a very consistent direction for the 
maximum horizontal stress across Hassi Messaoud. Also, the stress orientation in Hassi 
Messaoud fits that observed in other locations in Algeria, where the orientation of the 
maximum principal stress is 135-140°azimuth , perpendicular to the principle faults and 
HMO anticline trends. This could be taken into account while selecting horizontal 
drilling azimuth planning. 
The iso-fracturing gradient map confirms the compartmentalization of HMO 
structure into two compartments by the major fault ON! 17 to MD395. The eastern 
compartment is more faulted and has the lowest fracturing gradient. The western 
compartment has the highest the fracturing gradient. This should be considered in 
selecting candidate wells for future hydraulic fracturing operations. It has been proven 
that occurrence of non-tip screen outs and production gain resulting from hydraulic 
fracturing treatments in Hassi Messaoud is function of the value of fracturing gradient. 
Indeed, the higher the fracturing gradient the higher the probability of occurrence of 
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non-tip screen outs and the more likely that production gain is low. Therefore , the 
eastern compartment is the one from where candidate wells for hydraulic fracturing are 
to be selected , with low fracturing gradients, bringing about higher probability of 
hydraulic fracturing treatment success. While the western compartment , where the 
fracturing gradients are higher, is where, statistically, hydraulic fracturing is less 
beneficial. Also, it is necessary to take into account , in the selection of candidate wells 
for hydraulic fracturing the proximity from a fault since such a discontinuity is thought 
to cause change in the orientation of a created fracture when it crosses it. Leading to 
high chances of bringing about a premature screen out while pumping the proppant into 
the fracture. 
5.2 Conclusions 
The main conclusions in this study are: 
1- The stress profile in Hassi Messaoud could be correlated to shaliness and porosity 
2- The correlation leads to acceptable results as long as porosity is < 15%, and for a 
wide range of V,h-
3- The maximum principal stress orientation in HMO field is 135-140°azimuth. 
4- The results of this work can be used in the selection of candidate wells for hydraulic 
fracturing. 
5.3 Recommendations 
For a more complete understanding of the mechanical aspect of Hassi Messaoud and 
its implications, thorough laboratory studies are recommended including: 
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Elastic static and dynamic constant measurements must be made and then develop a 
correlation between them 
Conduct measurements on oriented cores (ASR , DSCA , DWV A) to check the stress 
measurements already existing (magnitudes and orientation) . 
Perform permeability measurements under condit ions simulating the stress pathway 
in Hassi Messaoud . 
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Nomenclature 
a Conversion factor used in the calcu lation of the dynamic constants 
B Skemptom ' spo re pressure coefficient 
B0 and 8 01 Oil Formation factors at reservoir pressure and init ial reservoir pressure 
C,. 2. J. "· 5. & 6 Constants used in the equa tions for fracture length , maximum w idth, and 
injection pressure for constant injection rate 
E Young ' s modulus 
Ed Dynamic Young 's modulus 
Es Secant Young's modulus 
£, Tangent Young ' s modulus 
F Force 
G Shear modulus 
G (Llt0) G function 
H Height 
HMD Hassi Messaoud 
K Bulk modulus 
Kdd Dynamic drained bulk modulus 
Ka~ Dynamic undrained bulk modulus 
KJ, Bulk modulus of the rock framework 
Krc Critical stress intensity factor 
K. Mud bu lk modulus 
K1 Bulk modulus of the solid grains 
K, Water bulk modulu s 
P Pressure 
q0 Injection rate 
R2 Layer above R3 
R3 Lower layer in HMD reservoir 
Ra Anisometric zone 
Ri Isometric zone 
Time 
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le Compressiona l transit time 
ls Shear transit time 
TQ Tensile strength of the rock 
Vsh Shale volume 
a Biot coefficient 
p Bulk compressibil ity 
6. Volumetric strain 
1::1 Component of strain 
A Lame ' s constant 
µ Lamt!'s constant 
v Poisson 's ratio 
vd Dynamic Poisson's ratio 
p Bulk density 
cr Stress 
Oh, OH , & av Principal stresses 
cr,., & 0 0, Radial and tangential stresses 
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Table A. l. Fracturing gradients in 
HMO 
N Well frac gradient (psi/ft) 
I Md9 1.03 
2 Md 10 0.95 
5 Md43 0.97 
6 Md46 0.85 
7 Md53 0.88 
8 Md57 1.03 
9 Md59 0.82 
10 Md62 0.78 
11 Md64 0.91 
12 Md 78 1.02 
13 Md99 0.87 
16 Md 107 0.73 
17 Md 109 0.83 
18 Md 113 0.92 
19 Md 114 0.81 
22 Md 125 0.89 
23 Md 128 0.92 
24 Md 129 0.88 
25 Md 130 0.71 
26 Md 134 0.96 
27 Md 138 0.91 
28 Md 139 0.93 
29 Md 140 0.89 
30 Md 141 0.63 
3 1 Md 149 0.85 
32 Md 158 0.86 
33 Md 164 0.81 
34 Md 175 0.85 
36 Md 179 0.86 
37 Md 181 0.9 
38 Md 189 0.74 
39 Md 190 0.93 
40 Md 192 0.85 
42 Md219 0.76 
43 Md22I 0.99 
46 Md249 1.05 
47 Md25I 0.98 
48 Md257 0.97 
49 Md258 I 
50 Md275 0.76 
51 Md279 1.05 
52 Md280 0.81 
53 Md283 1.04 
54 Md287 0.53 
56 Md299 I 
57 Md311 0.97 
IOI 
N Well frac gradient (psi/ft) 
58 Md3l6 0.97 
59 Md 324 0.93 
61 Md 340 0.76 
62 Md 349 0.94 
64 Md361 1.05 
67 Md377 0.94 
69 Md 387 0.86 
72 Md401 0.8 
73 Md407 0.8 
74 Md409 0.87 
76 Md417 0.99 
77 Md421 0.75 
78 Md437 0.84 
79 Md439 0.91 
80 Md440 0.86 
8 1 Md452 1.06 
83 Om6 0.92 
84 Omk 16 0.81 
85 Omk35 0.87 
86 Omk 102 0.82 
87 0ml JI 0.86 
88 Oml30 0.84 
89 Oml31 0.89 
90 Oml82 0.68 
92 Omm66 0.92 
93 Omm75 0.97 
94 0mm 532 1.04 
95 0mm 542 0.86 
96 Omm812 1.07 
97 Omn 568 0.84 
98 Omn 70 0.91 
99 Omn 84 0.9 
101 Omn243 0.85 
102 Omn 332 1.04 
104 Omn402 1.03 
105 Omn 541 0.87 
106 Omn 653 0.94 
107 Omn 702 0.93 
109 Omo42 0.92 
110 Omo 751 0.78 
111 Omo 852 0.88 
112 Omp II 0.77 
113 Omp 16 0.7 
114 Omp31 0.75 
115 Omp33 0.86 
116 Omp42 0.76 
117 Omp 143 0.65 
118 Omp 712 0.73 
Table A.2. to A.5 Average petrophysical parameter by layer (Zones: IB. 17. 19. and 25) 
Table A.2 Zone lB 
Layer Shaliness Porosity Permeability 
DS 12.9 5.9 2.04 
D4 8.595 5.9 6.8 
D3 14.8 6.9 2.59 
Table A.3 Zone 17 
Layer Shalioess Porosity Permeability 
DS 8.59 6.8 3.45 
D4 5.76 8 15.45 
D3 9.58 7.49 13.24 
D2 7.45 8.82 42 
ID 9.48 9.04 14.34 
DI 10.68 10.66 33.08 
R2-rl 14.15 12.7 24.44 
Table A.4 Zone 19 
Layer Shaliness Porosity Permeability 
DS 8.945 6.729 6.569 
D4 7.33 4.74 4.36 
D3 9.63 7.33 6.61 
D2 7.437 7.473 17.812 
ID 8.752 8.015 7.888 
DI 10.327 8.946 11.271 
R2-rl 20.751 13.08 2.73 
Table A.5 Zone 25 
Layer Shaliness Porosity Permeability 
D5 7.8 6.9 1.8 
D4 8.067 4.2 4.00 
D3 9.384 I0.62 2.092 
D2 8.992 9.602 15.031 
ID 9.1 9.615 3.595 
DI 11.943 10.72 3.68 
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Table A.6 summary of the data used in the correlation attempts 
Layer Stress Poisson's Young's modulus (E) psi v/(1-v) Vsh¾ <!>(%) 
Ratio (v) 
D5 0.1385 9244251 0.1607 39.93 
D4 0.0916 10594706 0.1009 13.49 
D3 0.1221 9153829 0.1391 19.49 
D2 11750 0. 1024 I 0056365 0.1141 11.73 3.888 
ID 12100 0.1205 8996501 0.137 11.57 5.74 
Dl 8450 0.1192 8280103 0.1354 8.52 8.44 
Sandy 9200 0.1031 8723019 0.115 14.637 5.03 
Mound 
R2-rl 9600 0.1722 7021269 0.208 23.97 8.87 
R2-r2 11550 0.1307 6979280 0.1503 25.06 7.63 
R3 10150 0.1628 6034942 0.1944 32.98 7.02 
Oml602 7730 0.159 700 I 533 0.189 12.83 I 1.02 
Md99 8670 - - 4.29 7.32 
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Tables A.7 Stress estimation for the cited wells 
Well Omn54 l (Pcl=7800 psi and the fractured layers are D2 To Bottom) 
D3 D2 ID DI R2-rl R2-r2 R3 
Top 3288 3301 3323 3352 3381 3415 3463 
Vsh 18.59 I 1.54 11.79 13.88 23.18 25.76 32.67 
Porosity 4.05 7.00 7.62 8.69 9.67 8.74 7.95 
Stress 12340 10040 9650 9090 8990 9730 10630 
-Well Oml602 (Pcl-7730ps1 and the fractured intervals are mainly R2 and the lower part of D1(3m)) 
DI R2 
Top 3351 3373 
Vsh 8.59 12.83 
Porosity 9.93 I 1.02 
Stress 7990 7530 
-Well Md440 (Pcl- 8800pSI and the fractured intervals are D2. ID & DI) 
D4 D3 D2 ID DI R2 
Top 3273 3281 3303 3327 3354 3384 
Vsh 6.57 6.96 2.28 5.62 5.35 8.18 
Porosity 5.00 6.21 8.38 7.91 9.31 9.98 
Stress 11040 10290 8630 9120 8210 7940 
Well Omn70 (Pc1=9200psi and the fractured intervals are D2 & ID) 
D2 ID DI R2 
Top 3269 3283 3310 3340 
Vsh 1.07 2.82 3.66 16.21 
Porosity 10.60 8.85 8.86 8.34 
Stress 7130 8360 8400 9440 
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